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Air Ministry, igth December, 1944.
The KING has been graciously pleased to approve

the following awards in recognition of gallantry
displayed in flying operations against the enemy: —

Distinguished Service Order.
Acting Wing Commander Roy John Alexander

LESLIE, "A.F.C. (36255), R.A.F., 75 (N.Z.) Sqn.
This officer has participated in a large number

of sorties and has displayed the highest qualities
of skill, courage and determination. Since assum-
ing command of the squadron he has led the
formation in numerous attacks on various targets.
Throughout, his leadership has been inspiring and
has played an important part in the success
achieved. This officer has rendered most valuable

Acting Wing Commander Brian Watson MCMILLAN,
A.F.C. (40550), R.A.F.O., 582 Sqn.

This officer has set a fine example of skill,
courage and devotion to duty in operations against

- the enemy. He has participated in a large number
of sorties against strongly defended targets, in-
cluding such centres as Berlin, Stuttgart, Stettin,
Duisburg and Kiel. In October, 1944, Wing
ComanandeT McMillan took part in -an attack on
Cologne. In spite of considerable anti-aircraft
fire, this intrepid pilot remained over the target
for many minutes to press home a most deter-
mined and successful attack. This officer is -a
highly efficient flight commander, whose sterling
qualities have impressed all.

Bar to Distinguished Flying Cross.
Flight Lieutenant George Alexander Hughes FIELD,

D.F.C. (N.Z.4I6634), R.N.Z.A.F., 226 Sqn.

Distinguished Flying Cross.
Pilot Officer George Noel SIMS (185433), R.A.F.V.R.,

226 Sqn.
These officers were navigator and pilot respec-

tively of the leading aircraft of a formation
detailed to attack a road/rail bridge in the Venlo
area: The target was vital to the enemy and
was very heavily defended. In the run-in, in-
tense and accurate anti-aircraft fire was en-
countered. The aircraft was hit. A piece of
shrapnel tore through Flight Lieutenant Field's
compartment, narrowly missing him. In spite
of this, he coolly and skilfully directed the run-in.
Displaying the greatest determination, Pilot
Officer Sims maintained a steady course to make
an excellent bombing run. The target was
attacked with great precision and several hits
were obtained. The success achieved reflects the
greatest credit on the efforts of these officers who
set a fine example, of skill, courage and devotion
to duty.

Distinguished Flying Cross.
Flight Lieutenant Arthur Edward CALLARD

(126495), R.A.F.V.R., 515 Sqn.
Flight Lieutenant Arnold Hughes MORRISON

(Aus.4in68), R.A.A.F., 514 Sqn.
These officers have displayed the highest •

standard of skill, courage and devotion to duty
in air operations.

Flight Lieutenant Peter Rubert MELLOR (122222),
R.A.F.V.R., 635 Sqn. •

One night in November, 1944, tiris officer
piloted an aircraft detailed to attack Bochum.
Whilst still a considerable distance from the
target the aircraft was illuminated by the enemy
searchlights and subjected to heavy and accurate
fire from the ground defences. Several hits were
sustained. Although one" engine was rendered
unserviceable and some height was lost, Flight
Lieutenant Mellor went on to the -target and
executed his attack. Shortly after leaving the
target area, a second engine failed. To help
maintain- height, all movable equipment was jet-
tisoned. Displaying great airmanship, Flight
Lieutenant Mellor -succeeded in reaching an air-
field. The port undercarriage had been damaged
and a tyre on one of the landing wheels had been
punctured but,' despite these difficulties, this
officer effected a safe landing. His determination
and devotion to duty was typical of that which
he has shown throughout his tour of operational
duty.

Acting Flight Lieutenant John Everett MCALLISTER
(Can/J.13316), R.C.A.F., 415 (R.C.A.F.) Sqn.

In October, 1944, this officer was the pilot of
an aircraft detailed to attack Waune Eickel.
Whilst many miles from the target area the
aircraft was hit by anti-aircraft fire. A large hole
was torn in the nose of the aircraft. The navi-

• gator was wounded and had to be taken to a
rest position for attention. Nevertheless, Flight
Lieutenant McAllister went on to the target and
executed a successful attack. He afterwards flew
the damaged aircraft back to an airfield in this
country and effected a safe landing in difficult
circumstances. Flight Lieutenant McAllister dis-
played high qualities of leadership, skill and reso-
lution throughout.

Acting Flight Lieutenant John Wilfred HOFFMAN
(Can/J.9o67), R.C.A.F., 514 Sqn.

This officer has set a fine example of skill and
courage in air operations. In September, 1944,
he was wireless operator (air) in an aircraft
detailed to attack Le Havre. During the bomb-
ing run the aircraft caught fire when hit by anti-
aircraft shells. Flight Lieutenant Hoffman sus-
tained burns to the hands and face when a shell
exploded close to him. In spite of this, he
promptly took his place beside another crew
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member and, together they succeeded, in ex-
tinguishing the flames. This officer displayed
great coolness and devotion to duty in harassing
circumstances. .

Acting Flight Lieutenant Arthur Charles POWELL
(54794), R.A.F., 186 Sqn.

This officer has completed very many sorties
and has displayed great courage and determina-
tion in pressing home his attacks. In October,
1944, he was pilot and captain of an aircraft
detailed to attack a target in the Ruhr area.
When approaching the target considerable anti-
aircraft fire was encountered and Flight Lieutenant
Powell's aircraft was hit. The port inner engine
sustained damage, whilst a member of the crew
was wounded. Nevertheless, Flight Lieutenant
Powell maintained formation and executed a
successful bombing run. This officer set a line
example of coolness and resolution.

Acting Flight Lieutenant John Wesley STRATTON
(*5°347)> R.A.F.V.R., 622 Sqn.

Flight Lieutenant Stratton is a keen, capable and
devoted captain of aircraft. He has participated
in a large number of sorties and has invariably
pressed home his attacks with great vigour, often

_ in the face of -intense anti-aircraft fire. On one
occasion he piloted an aircraft detailed to attack a
target in the Calais area. His first bombing run
proved unsuccessful. Although his aircraft had
been repeatedly hit by light anti-aircraft fire, Flight
Lieutenant Stratton made a second and successful
bombing run. He displayed great courage and
determination throughout.

Flying Officer Ronald Mitchell FLEMING (Can/J.
24920), R.C.A.F., 415 (R.C.A.F.) Sqn.

This officer was the navigator-of an aircraft de-
tailed to attack Bochum one night in October, 1944.
During the operation the aircraft sustained exten-
sive damage when hit by anti-aircraft fire. Much
of his navigational equipment was rendered useless.
In spite of this Flying Officer Fleming navigated
the aircraft home with his usual accuracy. He
set a fine example of skill and devotion to duty
in most difficult circumstances. This officer has
participated in a large number of sorties, involving
attacks on a wide range of enemy targets.

Flying Officer Harry KNOBOVITCH (Can/J.28738),
R.C.A.F., 415 (R.C.A.F.) Sqn.

This officer has participated in many sorties and
has set a fine example of skill, courage and devo-
tion to duty. One night in October, 1944, he
piloted an aircraft detailed to attack Duisburg.
Long before the target was reached, one engine
failed completely. Undeterred, Flying Officer
Knobovitch continued his mission and a good
bombing attack was made. When crossing the
coast of France on the return flight, the wireless
apparatus caught fire. The aircraft quickly be-
came filled with smoke. Displaying great coolness,
Flying Officer Knobovitch directed the efforts of
two crew members in extinguishing the flames.
This done, he cleared the smoke out of the aircraft
by turning on the heater of the defective engine.
He afterwards flew the .damaged aircraft to base
and effected a safe landing. In difficult circum-
stances, this officer displayed great skill and deter-
mination and proved a most inspiring captain.

Flying Officer Kenneth PRITCHARD (Aus.420266),
R.A.A.F., 514 Sqn.

This officer has participated in many operational
missions and has invariably displayed a high degree
of skill, courage and resolution. In October, 1944,
he was the air bomber in an aircraft detailed to
attack Bonn. Whilst over the target the aircraft
was hit by anti-aircraft fire. Flying Officer
Pritchard was struck in the leg by a piece of
shrapnel, sustaining a severe wound. Although in
great pain, this indomitable crew member refused
to leave his post until the bombing run had been
completed. Throughout the return flight, Flying
Officer Pritchard retained consciousness. Although
weak from the loss of blood his main thought was
to assist, if possible, in helping his captain to fly
the damaged bomber home. Such was the severity
of his wound that it was later necessary to ampu-
tate the affected limb. Flying Officer Prkchard
set an outstanding example of fortitude and devo-
tion to duty.

Flying Officer James Arthur SMITH (Aus.413909),
R.A.A.F., 608 Sqn.

One night in October, 1944, this officer piloted
an aircraft detailed to attack Berlin. After bomb-
ing the target his aircraft was hit by anti-aircraft
fire. Extensive damage was sustained. The

starboard engine was put out of action. The wind-
screen on the port side was shattered. The air
speed indicator and most of the navigational aids
were rendered unserviceable. The hydraulic
system was damaged whilst the fuselage was riddled
by fragments of shrapnel. Control was tem-
porarily lost and much height was lost before
Flying Officer Smith succeeded in levelling out.
Even then, the aircraft was very difficult to control
but this determined pilot flew it to this country
and effected a successful crash "landing. Flying
Officer Smith displayed skill, courage and devo-
tion to duty of a high order.

Flying Officer James Allister WEIR (Can/J.24474),
R.C.A.F., 415 (R.C.A.F.) Sqn.

In October, 1944, this officer piloted an aircraft
detailed to attack Bochum. Early on the outward
flight the port outer engine became defective but
Flying Officer Weir continued his mission. Whilst
over enemy territory the aircraft was hit by anti-
aircraft fire. One of the petrol tanks was pierced
by fragments of shrapnel. A little later an enemy
fighter closed in but, by skilful manoeuvring the
enemy aircraft was evaded. Whilst over the target
the bomber was again hit by anti-aircraft fire.
Nevertheless, Flying Officer Weir executed a
successful bombing attack and afterwards flew the
damaged aircraft to an airfield in this country.
This officer has invariably displayed a high
standard of skill, courage and resolution.

Acting Flying Officer John Thomas BARLOW (Can/
J-85385), R.C.A.F., 429 (R.C.A.F.) Sqn.

One night in October, 1944, ^us officer piloted
an aircraft detailed to attack Essen. On the out-
ward flight the port inner engine failed. Some
height was lost but Flying Officer Barlow went on
to the target which he bombed from a much lower
altitude than planned. On the return flight the
hydraulic system became defective and the under-
carriage dropped to the down position. The air-
craft gradually lost height but Flying Officer Barlow
flew safely to base and effected a masterly land-
ing. This officer has completed a large number
of sorties and throughout has displayed a high
standard of skill, keenness and resolution.

Acting Flying Officer EdgarLeonard FIELD (179542).
R.A.F.V.R., 186 Sqn. f

One night in October, 1944, this officer was the
pilot of an aircraft detailed for a bombing mission.
It was his third sortie and the target was Cologne.
On the outward flight the port outer engine became
overheated, necessitating reduced airspeed. When
nearing the target considerable anti-aircraft fire
was directed at the bomber, which was hit. The
port inner engine caught fire, whilst the port
elevator was damaged. Despite this, after feather-
ing the propeller of the burning engine, Flying
Officer Field went on to press home a most
determined attack on his allotted target. He set
a very fine example of skill and devotion to duty.

Acting Flying Officer Donald William MCKENZIE
(N.Z.421518), R.N.Z.A.F., zoo Sqn.

In October, 1944, this officer was the pilot and
captain of an aircraft detailed for a sortie. Essen
was the target. At the commencement of the
bombing run, the aircraft was hit by an anti-air-
craft shell. The port engine was put out of action
and fragments of shrapnel penetrated the fuselage
in innumerable places. The rear gunner was
wounded. Nevertheless, Flying Officer McKenzie
promptly feathered the propeller of the unservice-
able engine, held to his course and executed a
successful attack. He afterwards flew the damaged
aircraft to base and landed it safely. This officer
has completed many sorties and has set a fine
example of determination and devotion to duty.

Acting Flying Officer Kenneth"Lionel TRENT (176283),
R.A.F.V.R., 625 Sqn.

In October, 1.944, t^8 officer was pilot and
captain of an aircraft detailed to attack Cologne.
Early on the outward flight the rear gunner was
involved in an accident and had to be taken to
a rest position. A little later, the port outer
engine became defective and the propeller had to
be feathered. In spite of these unsettling inci-
dents, Flying Officer Trent went on to the target
which he attacked with precision. Whilst over
the sea at a low altitude on the return flight, a
member of the crew observed a flashing light and
Flying Officer Trent concluded that a dinghy was
adrift. He thereupon flew over a merchantman in
the vicinity and requested his wireless operator
to transmit details of the position Afterwards,
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three motor boats were approached, and an effort
was made to lead them to the scene. Despite
the loss of power from one of the engines, Flying
Officer Trent remained over the area for nearly
half an hour doing everything possible to assist
in the search. As a result, several 'members of
aircraft crew adrift in a dinghy were rescued.
This officer displayed skill and determination
throughout a notable sortie, whilst his devoted
efforts to help comrades in distress set a very fine
example.

Distinguished Flying Cross.
Warrant Officer Leslie William TURNER (133438,2),

R.A.F.V.R., .169 Sqn.
Distinguished Flying Medal.

1396499 Flight Sergeant Eric Frederick Reginald
•FRANCIS, R.A.F.V.R., 169 Sqn.

As pilot and observer respectively, Warrant
Officer Turner and Flight Sergeant Francis have
completed many- operational missions. They have
displayed exceptional keenness and devotion to
duty and have shot down 3 enemy aircraft at
night. Their successes are an excellent tribute to
their great -skill and fine fighting spirit.

Distinguished Flying Medal.

1587113 Flight Sergeant Wallace Bernard DALE,
R.A.F.V.R., 608 Sqn.

One night in September, 1944, this officer was
the navigator of an aircraft detailed to attack
Berlin. Whilst over the target the aircraft was

"attacked by a fighter whilst illuminated in the
searchlights. Bullets .shattered the windscreen
hood and Flight Sergeant Dale was hit in the eye
by flying particles of glass. Six times the fighter
came in. Although in much pain, Flight Sergeant
Dale gave the necessary directions to his pilot who
finally evaded the enemy aircraft. In the fight
much of his. equipment had been rendered un-
serviceable but Flight Sergeant Dale navigated
the aircraft home with unerring skill. This air-
man set a fine example of courage, fortitude and
tenacity.

1605068 Sergeant Victor Henry CLARE, R.A.F.V.R.,
77 Sqn.

This airman has displayed a very high standard
of skill, bravery and fortitude in air operations.
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